Having an accurate model of the power curve of a wind turbine allows us to better monitor its operation and planning of storage capacity. Since wind speed and direction is of a highly stochastic nature, the forecasting of the power generated by the wind turbine is of the same nature as well. In this paper, a method for obtaining a robust confidence band containing the power curve of a wind turbine under test conditions is presented. Here, the confidence band is bound by two curves which are estimated using parametric statistical inference techniques. However, the observations that are used for carrying out the statistical analysis are obtained by using the binning method, and in each bin, the outliers are eliminated by using a censorship process based on robust statistical techniques. Then, the observations that are not outliers are divided into observation sets. Finally, both the power curve of the wind turbine and the two curves that define the robust confidence band are estimated using each of the previously mentioned observation sets.
Introduction
Energy consumption is an indicator of the modern development of a society. One consequence of the oil crisis was the need to replace the use of conventional energy sources in the industry with renewable sources. These new forms of alternative energy generation had to possess the ability to pollute the environment as little as possible. In this sense, one of the leading natural resources of alternative energy is the wind. The rapid growth of wind farms worldwide entails the analysis of all elements of the wind turbine in order to ensure its optimum performance, since it is difficult to increase it in size and because of the high economic cost, especially for those installed in steep places or in the sea, where the higher speed of the wind is harnessed. The most influential parameter in wind generation is the wind speed. However, other factors may also be involved, such as the area of the turbine rotor, the air density, the pitch angle, the mechanical characteristics of the turbine, the aerodynamic characteristics of the blades, and the orographic conditions of the location of the wind turbines, among others. However, continuous monitoring of the parameter of wind speed and the electric power generated by the turbine can provide an overview of the performance of the turbine [1] . A brief description of the state of the art, based on an exhaustive review of the scientific literature describing the different types of defects in the turbines and diagnostic schemes, among other things, is given in [2] [3] [4] . In [5] , the authors explained the basic concept of the power curve, the different methodologies that are used for its estimation, and presented an approximation for the estimation of this curve by using a kernel method with multiple factors. Also, the use of the kernel method can be seen in [6] .
Here, it is worth mentioning that the power curve of a wind turbine is a parameter that is used to make predictions on the electricity generation of wind farms.
In this paper, a model to estimate the variation of the power generated by a wind turbine under study is presented. Here, the input variable is the wind speed measured by the anemometer which is situated in the nacelle of the wind turbine, and the data used for the analysis (the wind speed and power output information) was taken from the SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system of the turbine. The most important contribution of this paper is that a model for a robust confidence band of the power curve is presented.
It should be highlighted that this type of modeling allows wind farm operators to carry out the proper maintenance of the turbines, improve their lifetime, adjust parameters of interest, and check the electromechanical performance characteristics that are influencing either the increase or decrease of the performance of the wind turbines.
In previous research works, the frequency response of a wind turbine under assessment was obtained [7] , and novel methods of verifying the power performance of both a wind turbine and a wind farm were presented in [8, 9] .
Other applications of the method developed in this paper in different fields of research are the following: In [10] , robust measures are used to study the distribution of Belgian consumer price changes and its interaction with aggregate inflation over the period of June 1976-September 2000. In that paper, robust measures of location, scale, skewness, and tail weight are presented. Such a paper is aimed at studying the cross-sectional properties of Belgian inflation data. In [10] , classical characteristics of location, scale, skewness, and kurtosis are compared with robust alternatives for location, skewness and tail weights.
In [11] , robust statistical methods are applied to two problems in computer vision: range image fitting and segmentation, and image motion estimation. In [11] , the authors looked at characterizing the quality of a model fit by capturing information such as how peaked around zero the residual probability density function (pdf) is. To that end, in [11] procedures that use kernel density estimation of the pdf and a mean-shift approach to locate the peak of that pdf are devised.
In [12] , robust statistical techniques are used in mechanical vibration measurements. In that paper, robust regression algorithms are used for laser position calibration, when the vibration response at a large number of locations is desired. Also, quasi-robust processing of vibration measurements is shown and robust modeling techniques for vibration measurements are illustrated.
The above-mentioned references represent a list, by no means complete, of applications of robust statistics to solve industry and technology problems. The present paper shows an application of this type of statistics for modeling a robust confidence band for the power curve of a wind turbine.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents some techniques for modeling the power curve. Section 3 is devoted to the data and methods that were used for the estimation of the power curve. Section 4 is devoted to the analysis and experimental results. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to the conclusions of this paper.
Techniques for Modeling the Power Curve
The power supplied by a wind turbine is often represented by its power curve, where a relationship between the wind speed and power generated is given by [13] 
where p is the power, ρ is the air density, A is the rotor area, C p is the power coefficient, and v is the wind speed. At this point it is important to point out that, in accordance with [5, 13] , the power coefficient is believed to be a function of, at least, the blade pitch angle and the tip-speed ratio of the turbine. Nevertheless, research into how other variables affect the power coefficient is still open for investigation. At present, the power coefficient is empirically estimated and turbine manufacturers provide, for a specific turbine, its nominal power curve with its corresponding power coefficient values under different combinations of wind speed and air density.
Considering this theoretical model given by Equation (1), anomalies of wind turbines regarding random variation of the generated power in relation to the wind speed cannot be incorporated. Many studies have been focused on this issue and various models have been used to describe the variation of wind energy in stochastic terms. A first constraint is to express the power curve represented as follows:
where v 0 and v 1 are the cut-in wind speed and the cut-out wind speed, respectively. Also, v r is the rated wind speed, P r is the rated wind power, and q(v) is the non-linear relationship between power and wind speed.
In [5] , the authors presented a kernel method for a multiple-input/single-output problem. In the multiple-input problem, the authors had to devise a special structure for their kernel method to handle the challenge. The kernel method was able to handle it satisfactorily (see Jeon and Taylor [6] ), and this method can be applied to the single-input problem, as well.
Polynomial regression methods are techniques widely used to adjust the power curve. In [13] , models of q(v) are presented as polynomial and exponential curves. Estimation using polynomial regression, polynomial regression by weighing, and spline have also been used in [14] . Regression procedures have been used by using logistic equations in [15] , also proposing models by using neural network techniques.
At this point, it is important to highlight some of the conclusions reached by the authors of [15] . In short, in [15] , parametric and nonparametric models of wind turbine power curves were developed. The parametric models were the following: the linearized segmented model, four-parameter logistic expression, and five-parameter logistic expression. On the other hand, in [15] , nonparametric models were developed using neural networks, the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm, and data mining algorithms.
Also, the modeling techniques used in [15] for the development of parametric and nonparametric models of wind turbine power curves were the following:
(1) Techniques for parametric models: modeling of the power curve using the least squares method, modeling of the power curve using genetic algorithms, modeling of the power curve using evolutionary programming, modeling of the power curve using particle swamp optimization and modeling of the power curve using differential evolution. (2) Techniques for nonparametric models: modeling of the power curve using neural networks, modeling of the power curve using fuzzy c-means clustering, and modeling of the power curve by using four data-mining algorithms (i.e., bagging, the M5P algorithm, the REPTree algorithm, and M5Rules).
One interesting conclusion of [15] was that when working with real-time datasets, parametric models perform better than nonparametric models. From our point of view, this conclusion is in agreement with what statistics teaches us: if the random variables under analysis follow a parametric distribution, parametric techniques perform better than nonparametric techniques.
In [15] , the application of the differential evolution algorithm to a five-parameter logistic function gave the best parametric model of a wind turbine power curve, and the neural network algorithm gave the best nonparametric model.
In order to approximate the behavior of the power curve, models based on data mining have also been used in [16] by groups using cluster center fuzzy logic models, neural network models, and k-nearest neighbor models. In addition, a comparison with adaptive neuro-fuzzy interference system models is carried out. The main contribution of [16] is that the authors of that paper carried out direct comparisons of different model approaches found in the literature, based on datasets reflecting modern turbine behavior (pitch-regulated turbines).
The authors of [16] concluded that next to wind speed, the ambient temperature and the wind direction are important parameters when setting up data-mining models for wind turbine power curve monitoring. Furthermore, in [16] , it is concluded that the performance of adaptive neuro-fuzzy interference system models that are enhanced by considering the ambient temperature and the wind direction was the best.
In [17] , it is proposed that Gaussian models and censored Gaussian models are used to approximate the power curve. In [18] , the authors presented a wind power forecasting model that consisted of the Gaussian process with a novel composite covariance function for high-accuracy wind power forecasting. The composite covariance function of [18] was based on the exploration of joint effects between numerical weather prediction features.
Irregularities often occur, and when an irregularity occurs, part of the power generated is lost. These anomalies, which appear on the power curve, have been discussed in [19] to try to relate the probability of the interruption of the operation of wind turbines with the wind speed. Also, a model of energy production in the frequency domain is proposed in [19] . The problem of the appearance of outliers in the model has been analyzed by using heavy-tailed distributions when there are significant changes in wind speed [20] . In order to eliminate possible outliers, robust filtering techniques have been used to determine the deviation of the turbine performance. These techniques can be found in [21] . In [22] , the Copula theory is adopted to establish the probability distribution of correlated input random variables, and this theory is also applied for constructing the multivariate distribution function of wind speeds at different wind sites [23] .
Data and Methods Used for the Estimation of the Power Curve
The wind turbine under study in the present paper is placed in a complex terrain [24] [25] [26] . This turbine is placed in the Villonaco Wind Farm (VWF), Loja, Ecuador [7] [8] [9] 27] . The Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system of this wind turbine is: 693.035 East and 9558.399 North. In addition, the elevation of this turbine is 2753.4 m above sea level. The VWF consists of 11 × 1.5 MW Goldwind GW70, Permanent Magnet Direct Drive, IEC Class "S" wind turbine generators along a ridge approximately 6 km (aerial distance) to the west of the city of Loja. Figure 1 shows the orographic map of the VWF. Figure 2 shows the annual average wind speed at 100 m above ground level (AGL) at the VWF. The annual mean wind at 100 m AGL was greater than 10.5 m/s in the year 2014, which was the year the data were collected (from 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2014).
In this paper, in order to obtain the orographic map shown in Figure 1 and the annual average wind speed map shown in Figure 2 , the Meteodyn WT wind resource assessment software was used [28] [29] [30] . Here, the input variables used were the following: topographic and roughness data of the VWF; wind speed data of the meteorological tower located in the VWF; guaranteed power curve of the WTs; air density of the VWF (0.923 kg/m 3 ); hub height of the WTs; wind turbine positions in UTM coordinates; and meteorological tower position in UTM coordinates.
As was previously mentioned, the time measurement interval was from 1 October 2014 to 31 December 2014, the information about the wind speed and power output was taken from the Goldwind SCADA system, the hub height was equal to 65 m, and the sampling interval was equal to 10 min [7] [8] [9] 31] . Figure 3 shows the scatter plot of the power output against the wind speed (i.e., the power curve) identifying some of the points (p i , v i ) that are affected by any anomaly.
turbine is placed in the Villonaco Wind Farm (VWF), Loja, Ecuador [7] [8] [9] 27] Figure 1 shows the orographic map of the VWF. Figure 2 shows the annual average wind speed at 100 m above ground level (AGL) at the VWF. The annual mean wind at 100 m AGL was greater than 10.5 m/s in the year 2014, which was the year the data were collected (from 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2014). In this paper, in order to obtain the orographic map shown in Figure 1 and the annual average wind speed map shown in Figure 2 , the Meteodyn WT wind resource assessment software was used [28] [29] [30] . Here, the input variables used were the following: topographic and roughness data of the VWF; wind speed data of the meteorological tower located in the VWF; guaranteed power curve of the WTs; air density of the VWF (0.923 kg/m 3 ); hub height of the WTs; wind turbine positions in UTM As Here, regression models are used to explain the behavior of the power output based on the behavior of the wind speed. Also, it is assumed that the power output can be expressed as p = f (v) + u, where f is the function that depends on the predictor v which we want to find, and the effect of the other variables affecting the model is grouped into a sum, u, which is called the error term. In establishing the model it is assumed that errors behave like a normal distribution with zero mean and constant variability, and that they are uncorrelated. Because of the assumptions that have been imposed on the model, it is going to be verified that the power output p, in terms of the mean, is determined by f (v), and that the term, including the other effects that have an impact on the power output, has constant variability.
In this research, the theoretical model in Equation (1) is estimated, and also several power curves are estimated by using different functions in order to adjust q(v) by the regression method. These functions are the following: a second-degree polynomial function (see Equation (3)), an exponential function (see Equation (4)), and a Gaussian function (see Equation (5)),
where C 0 , C 1 and C 2 depend on v 1 and v r (see Equation (2)), and K p and β are constants. These functions are used because the shape of the graphical representations of the curves is very similar to the shape of the curve around which the data are grouped. In the analysis that is made in this paper, piecewise estimations of power curves are compared, making sure that all models have a high rate of adjustment, although with very different expressions, and that the differences between them are, in some areas, negligible. Then, once the models are adjusted, the residuals are analyzed. If the model is correct, each residual is an estimate of the error and therefore the analysis of residuals is used a posteriori for testing the assumptions made on the model. It will be shown that the behavior of the residual variance is a non-constant behavior and that it depends on the wind speed.
The observed anomalies can be considered outliers [32] . For distributions such as the present one, an outlier is considered to be a kind of observation that breaks the model. In other words, the outliers are those observations a random variable which under certain methodologies are supposed to be incorrect data. In this research, due to the fact that there is a large number of observations that appear outside of the curve on which observations are grouped together, robust statistical methods [33] are going to be applied because these methods are less susceptible to variability of the data than the conventional methods, in which all the observations are considered.
Analysis and Experimental Results
In order to carry out the analysis, numerical values for which the power output was less than or equal to zero were discarded, because these values represent faults in the performance of the turbine during its operation. Then, the binning method was used, the data were grouped into wind speed intervals of a length of 0.2 m/s in order to obtain the data grouped into l classes, considering that for each class there must exist enough observations, m i , i = 1,..., l. Next, to obtain robust confidence intervals in each group, a robust estimation of a location parameter and of a scale parameter was made. The location parameter was the median (Me i ), and the scale parameter was the interquartile range (IQR i ). The robust confidence intervals (CI) were calculated by using
where the real number k is a constant that was chosen such that the set of all observations that fall within all the confidence intervals was greater than the 100·(1− ∝)% of the observations. In this paper, the observations that did not fall within the confidence intervals were excluded and observations that did fall within these intervals were used to establish the model. In addition, the data that was not excluded was separated based on its distance with respect to the tolerance limits. Thus, unsuppressed data that fell within the intervals
where the real number h is a constant that was chosen to be 0 < h < k, which were the ones used to estimate the model, and the unsuppressed data that fell outside of Equation (7) were the ones used to estimate the limits of the confidence band. Furthermore, k and h were chosen to ensure that for the estimation process, 98% of the observations were used by using Equation (6), and 92% of the observations were used by using Equation (7). Figure 4 shows the robust classification of the data that was used to estimate both the model and the limits of the confidence band in the range of wind speed values from 3 m/s up to 14 m/s. In Figure 4 , the black points represent 92% of the data, the green points represent 6% of the data, and the red points represent points that fell outside the interval in Equation (6) . The function q(v) of Equation (2) was adjusted by using Equations (1), (3)- (5). Also, a line segment was used to approximate the power curve in the region below v 0 . Next, using the central curve and the line segment, the model was completed by continuity, 
where P r is a constant number. In order to measure the goodness of fit of the statistical model, the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) were used. Further, 100·R 2 represents the percentage of where the real number h is a constant that was chosen to be 0 < h < k, which were the ones used to estimate the model, and the unsuppressed data that fell outside of Equation (7) were the ones used to estimate the limits of the confidence band. Furthermore, k and h were chosen to ensure that for the estimation process, 98% of the observations were used by using Equation (6) , and 92% of the observations were used by using Equation (7). Figure 4 shows the robust classification of the data that was used to estimate both the model and the limits of the confidence band in the range of wind speed values from 3 m/s up to 14 m/s. In Figure 4 , the black points represent 92% of the data, the green points represent 6% of the data, and the red points represent points that fell outside the interval in Equation (6) . The function q(v) of Equation (2) was adjusted by using Equations (1), (3)- (5). Also, a line segment was used to approximate the power curve in the region below . Next, using the central curve and the line segment, the model was completed by continuity, 
where is a constant number. In order to measure the goodness of fit of the statistical model, the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) were used. Further, 100·R 2 represents the percentage of the variability of the response that is explained by the model. Table 1 shows the estimated models for the power output in the wind speed interval [3 m/s, 14 m/s].
From Table 1 , it can be seen that the estimated models have very different mathematical expressions, but the R 2 values are very high and the RMSE values are low. Figure 5 shows the four estimated models. Despite the difference in the expressions of the models in Table 1, Figure 5 shows that their graphs are quite similar. Perhaps the graph representing the theoretical model of Equation (1) moves away from the other graphs a little bit; also the R 2 value and RMSE value for that model represented the poorest performance (see Table 1 ). From Table 1 , it can be seen that the estimated models have very different mathematical expressions, but the R 2 values are very high and the RMSE values are low. Figure 5 shows the four estimated models. Despite the difference in the expressions of the models in Table 1 , Figure 5 shows that their graphs are quite similar. Perhaps the graph representing the theoretical model of Equation (1) moves away from the other graphs a little bit; also the R 2 value and RMSE value for that model represented the poorest performance (see Table 1 ). Table 1 : Theoretical model (Equation (1)); Polynomial model (Equation (3)); Exponential model (Equation (4)); and Gaussian model (Equation (5)). Figure 6 shows the residuals of the estimated models and Figure 7 shows the variance of the residuals.
As a result of the similarity among the graphs shown in Figure 5 , the residuals are similar in their form. Also, it can be seen that the error term has a variability that increases as the wind speed increases. Furthermore, residual variances are similar in terms of form and increase as the wind speed increases. Again, the residuals of the theoretical model are greater than the residuals of the other Table 1 : Theoretical model (Equation (1)); Polynomial model (Equation (3)); Exponential model (Equation (4)); and Gaussian model (Equation (5)). Table 1 . Variance of the residuals of the estimated models of Table 1 .
As a result of the similarity among the graphs shown in Figure 5 , the residuals are similar in their form. Also, it can be seen that the error term has a variability that increases as the wind speed increases. Furthermore, residual variances are similar in terms of form and increase as the wind speed increases. Again, the residuals of the theoretical model are greater than the residuals of the other models. Moreover, the residual variance of the theoretical model is significantly greater than the variances of the other models. Therefore, assuming that the theoretical model is correct, there must exist a wind speed that compensates for v 3 in Equation (1) and the only place in Equation (1) where such a wind speed can be introduced is in the power coefficient, C p . For this reason, based on the experimental results, the authors of this paper believe that C p depends on the wind speed. The latter comment is also made by the authors of [5, 13] . For the actual wind turbine under study, the Gaussian model is the best one.
For a confidence band containing at least 90% of the observations, the selected points that were close to the tolerances that were used to delete data (see Equation (6) Figure 8 shows the limits of the confidence band (i.e., the curve of high production efficiency and the curve of low production efficiency) and the estimated power curve (see Equation (9)). For this case, a = 40.6225, b = −88.5757, and P r = 1570 kW (see Equation (8)). In addition, all models estimated in this paper fell within this confidence band, and 93.8% of the power output points for the wind speed interval [3 m/s, 14 m/s] fell within this confidence band as well. At this point, it is important to point out that in [5] , the authors showed a graph in Figure 1 of their paper which is an example of a power curve that, in some way, is similar to Figure 8 of the present paper. However, Figure 1 of [5] is shown only as a general example of the form of the power curve, which also has been adjusted on purpose by the authors of [5] with the aim of giving the reader only a cursory visual idea of the form of the high and low production efficiency curves. Nevertheless, in the research work carried out in this paper, a methodology to obtain a robust confidence band is presented. Furthermore, here it is guaranteed that the robust confidence band belongs to a parametric family, and that this band contains more than 90% of the observations.
Conclusions
In this paper, taking into account the data that was considered, a model to estimate the variation of the power generated by a wind turbine in terms of wind speed has been proposed. Here, robust methodologies have been used to select a portion of the observations in order to conduct the statistical analysis. Then, the estimated power of the wind turbine against the wind speed was represented.
Here, four models used to model the power curve of a wind turbine have been analyzed. These models consisted of a function that is based on the pure physics of wind turbines, a second-degree polynomial function, an exponential function, and a Gaussian function. Also, in order to measure the goodness of fit of the statistical models, the coefficient of determination and the root-mean-square error were used. After analyzing the different adjustment models that were used in this research, it was found that despite the difference in the expressions of the four models, their graphs were quite similar, especially those of the polynomial model, the exponential model, and the Gaussian model. Perhaps the graph representing the theoretical model moved away from the other graphs a little bit. In addition, the coefficient of determination and the root-mean-square error of that model represented the poorest performance.
Furthermore, as a result of the similarity among the graphs of the four models, the residuals were similar in their form. The residuals indicated that these models are models with heteroscedasticity. Moreover, it was found that the error term has a variability that increases as the wind speed increases, and that the residual variances also increase as the wind speed increases. The residuals of the theoretical model were greater than the residuals of the other models, and the residual variance of the theoretical model was significantly greater than the variances of the other models.
For the actual wind turbine under study, it was found that the Gaussian model was the one with the best performance. In addition, it is worth mentioning that, assuming that the theoretical model is correct, based on the experimental results, the authors of this paper believe that the power coefficient depends on the wind speed. As was mentioned in the body of this paper, other authors cited in the references arrived at the same conclusion.
The most important contribution of this research is that a model to obtain a robust confidence band of the power curve of the wind turbine under study has been presented. This model is important because it explains the behavior of more than 90% of the observations in the range of wind speed between the cut-in wind speed and the cut-out wind speed. Modeling the power curve of wind turbines in an accurate and realistic manner is of paramount importance for wind farm owners and operators, because this curve is used to evaluate the performance of the turbines and to make predictions about the electricity generation of wind farms.
